Recognising entities in social media text is difficult. NER on newswire text is conventionally cast as a sequence labeling problem. This makes implicit assumptions regarding its textual structure. Social media text is rich in disfluency and often has poor or noisy structure, and intuitively does not always satisfy these assumptions. We explore noise-tolerant methods for sequence labeling and apply discriminative post-editing to exceed state-of-the-art performance for person recognition in tweets, reaching an F1 of 84%.
Introduction
The language of social media text is unusual and irregular (Baldwin et al., 2013) , with misspellings, non-standard capitalisation and jargon, disfluency and fragmentation. Twitter is one of the sources of social media text most challenging for NLP (Eisenstein, 2013; Derczynski et al., 2013) .
In particular, traditional approaches to Named Entity Recognition (NER) perform poorly on tweets, especially on person mentions -for example, the default model of a leading system reaches an F1 of less than 0.5 on person entities in a major tweet corpus. This indicates a need for approaches that can cope with the linguistic phenomena apparently common among social media authors, and operate outside of newswire with its comparatively low linguistic diversity.
So, how can we adapt? This paper contributes two techniques. Firstly, it demonstrates that entity recognition using noise-resistant sequence labeling outperforms state-of-the-art Twitter NER, although we find that recall is consistently lower than precision. Secondly, to remedy this, we introduce a method for automatically post-editing the resulting entity annotations by using a discriminative classifier. This improves recall and precision.
Background
Named entity recognition is a well-studied problem, especially on newswire and other longdocument genres (Nadeau and Sekine, 2007; Ratinov and Roth, 2009 ). However, experiments show that state-of-the-art NER systems from these genres do not transfer well to social media text.
For example, one of the best performing general-purpose named entity recognisers (hereon referred to as Stanford NER) is based on linearchain conditional random fields (CRF) (Finkel et al., 2005) . The model is trained on newswire data and has a number of optimisations, including distributional similarity measures and sampling for remote dependencies. While excellent on newswire (overall F1 90%), it performs poorly on tweets (overall F1 44%) (Ritter et al., 2011) .
Rule-based named entity recognition has performed a little better on tweets. Another generalpurpose NER system, ANNIE (Cunningham et al., 2002) , reached F1 of 60% over the same data (Derczynski et al., 2013) ; still a large difference.
These difficulties spurred Twitter-specific NER research, much of which has fallen into two broad classes: semi-supervised CRF, and LDA-based.
Semi-supervised CRF: Liu et al. (2011) compare the performance of a person name dictionary (F1 of 33%) to a CRF-based semi-supervised approach (F1 of 76% on person names), using a dataset of 12 245 tweets. This, however, is based on a proprietary corpus, and cannot be compared to, since the system is also not available.
Another similar approach is TwiNER (Li et al., 2012) , which is focused on a single topic stream as opposed to general-purpose NER. This leads to high performance for a topic-sensitive classifier trained to a particular stream. In contrast we present a general-purpose approach. Further, we extract a specific entity class, where TwiNER performs entity chunking and no classification.
LDA and vocabularies: Ritter et al. (2011) 's T-NER system uses 2,400 labelled tweets, unlabelled data and Linked Data vocabularies (Freebase), as well as co-training. These techniques helped but did not bring person recognition accuracy above the supervised MaxEnt baseline in their experiments. We use this system as our baseline.
Experimental Setup

Corpus
The experiments combine person annotations from three openly-available datasets: Ritter et al. (2011) , UMBC (Finin et al., 2010) and MSM2013 (Basave et al., 2013) . In line with previous research (Ritter et al., 2011) , annotations on @mentions are filtered out. The placeholder tokens in MSM data (i.e. MENTION , HASHTAG , URL ) are replaced with @Mention, #hashtag, and http://url/, respectively, to give case and character n-grams more similar to the original values.
The total corpus has 4 285 tweets, around a third the size of that in Liu et al. (2011) . This dataset contains 86 352 tokens with 1 741 entity mentions.
Person entity recognition was chosen as it is a challenging entity type. Names of persons popular on Twitter change more frequently than e.g. locations. Person names also tend to have a long tail, not being confined to just public figures. Lastly, although all three corpora cover different entity types, they all have Person annotations.
Labeling Scheme
Following Li et al. (2009) we used two-class IO labeling, where each token is either in-entity or outof-entity. In their NER work, this performed better than the alternative BIO format, since data sparsity is reduced. The IO scheme has the disadvantage of being unable to distinguish cases where multiple different entities of the same type follow each other without intervening tokens. This situation is uncommon and does not arise in our dataset.
Features
The Stanford NER tool was used for feature generation. When required, nominal values were converted to sparse one-hot vectors. Features for modelling context are included (e.g. ngrams, adjoining labels). Our feature sets were:
base: default Stanford NER features, plus the previous and next token and its word shape. 1 1 Default plus useClassFeature=true, noMidNGrams=true, lem: with added lemmas, lower-case versions of tokens, word shape, and neighbouring lemmas (in attempt to reduce feature sparsity & cope better with lexical and orthographic noise). Word shape describes the capitalisation and the type of characters (e.g. letters, numbers, symbols) of a word, without specifying actual character choices. For example, Capital may become Ww.
These representations are chosen to compare those that work well for newswire to those with scope for tolerance of noise, prevalent in Twitter.
Classifiers
For structured sequence labeling, we experiment with conditional random fields -CRF (Lafferty et al., 2001 ) -using the CRFsuite implementation (Okazaki, 2007) and LBFGS. We also use an implementation of the passive-aggressive CRF from CRFsuite, choosing max iterations = 500.
Passive-aggressive learning (Crammer et al., 2006) demonstrates tolerance to noise in training data, and can be readily adapted to provide structured output, e.g. when used in combination with CRF. Briefly, it skips updates (is passive) when the hinge loss of a new weight vector during update is zero, but when it is positive, it aggressively adjusts the weight vector regardless of the required step size. This is integrated into CRF using a damped loss function and passive-aggressive (PA) decisions to choose when to update. We explore the PA-I variant, where the objective function scales linearly with the slack variable. For independent discriminative classification, we use SVM, SVM/UM and a maximum entropy classifier (MegaM (Daumé III, 2004) ). SVM is provided by the SVMlight (Joachims, 1999) implementation. SVM/UM is an uneven margins SVM model, designed to deal better with imbalanced training data (Li et al., 2009 ).
Baselines
The first baseline is the Stanford NER CRF algorithm, the second Ritter's NER algorithm. We adapted the latter to use space tokenisation, to preserve alignment when comparing algorithms. Baselines are trained and evaluated on our dataset.
Evaluation
Candidate entity labelings are compared using the CoNLL NER evaluation tool (Sang and Meulder, 2003) , using precision, recall and F1. Following Ritter, we use 25%/75% splits made at tweet, and not token, level.
Results
The base feature set performs relatively poorly on all classifiers, with only MaxEnt beating a baseline on any score (Table 1) . However, all achieve a higher F1 score than the default Stanford NER. Of these classifiers, SVM/UM achieved the best precision and CRF/PA -the best F1. This demonstrates that the noise-tolerance adaptations to SVM and CRF (uneven margins and passiveaggressive updates, respectively) did provide improvements over the original algorithms.
Results using the extended features (lem) are shown in cluding the baseline Stanford NER system. The SVM/UM and CRF/PA adaptations continued to outperform the vanilla models. With these features, MaxEnt achieved highest precision and CRF variants beat both baselines, with a top F1 of 80.32%. We continue using the lem feature set.
Discriminative Post-Editing
Precision is higher than recall for most systems, especially the best CRF/PA (Table 2) . To improve recall, potential entities are re-examined in postediting (Gadde et al., 2011) . Manual post-editing improves machine translation output (Green et al., 2013) ; we train an automatic editor. We adopt a gazetteer-based approach to triggering a discriminative editor, which makes decisions about labels after primary classification. The gazetteer consists of the top 200 most common names in English speaking countries. The first names of popular figures over the past two years (e.g. Helle, Barack, Scarlett) are also included. This gives 470 case-sensitive trigger terms.
Often the trigger term is just the first in a sequence of tokens that make up the person name. As can be seen from the entity length statistics shown in Table 3 , examining up to two tokens covers most (96%) person names in our corpus. Based on this observation, we look ahead just one extra token beyond the trigger term. This gives a token sub-sequence that was marked as out-of-entity by the original NER classifier. Its constituents become candidate person name tokens.
Candidates are then labeled using a high-recall classifier. The classifier should be instance-based, since we are not labeling whole sequences. We chose SVM with variable cost (Morik et al., 1999) , which can be adjusted to prefer high recall.
To train this classifier, we extract a subset of instances from the current training split as follows. Each trigger term is included. Also, if the trigger term is labeled as an entity, each subsequent in-entity token is also included. Finally, the next out-of-entity token is also included, to give examples of when to stop. For example, these tokens are either in or out of the training set: When post-editing, the window is any trigger term and the following token, regardless of initial label. The features used were exactly the same as with the earlier experiment, using the lem set. This is compared with two naïve baselines: always annotating trigger terms as Person, and always annotating trigger terms and the next token as Person.
Results are shown in Table 4 . Naïve editing baselines had F1 on missed entities of around 6%, showing that post-editing needs to be intelligent.
At Cost = 1.5, recall increased to 80.69, exceeding the Ritter recall of 80.18 (raising Cost beyond 1.5 had no effect). This setup gave good accuracy on previously-missed entities (second column) and improved overall F1 to 83.83. It also gave better precision and recall than the best naïve baseline (trigger-only), and 6% absolute higher precision than trigger plus one. This is a 24.2% reduction in error over the Ritter baseline (F1 78.68) , and a 17.84% error reduction compared to the best non-edited system (CRF/PA+lem).
Error Analysis
We examine two types of classification error: false positives (spurious) and false negatives (missed).
False positives occur most often where nonperson entities are mentioned. This occurred with mentions of organisations (Huff Post), locations (Galveston) and products (Exodus Porter). Descriptive titles were also sometimes mis-included in person names (Millionaire Rob Ford). Names of persons used in other forms also presented as false positives (e.g. Marie Claire -a magazine). Polysemous names (i.e. words that could have other functions, such as a verb) were also mis-resolved (Mark). Finally, proper nouns referring to groups were sometimes mis-included (Haitians).
Despite these errors, precision almost always remained higher than recall over tweets. We use in-domain training data, and so it is unlikely that this is due to the wrong kinds of person being covered in the training data -as can sometimes be the case when applying tools trained on newswire.
False negatives often occurred around incorrect capitalisation and spelling, with unusual names, with ambiguous tokens and in low-context settings. Both omitted and added capitalisation gave false negatives (charlie gibson, or KANYE WEST). Spelling errors also led to missed names (Russel Crowe). Ambiguous names caused false negatives and false positives; our approach missed mark used as a name, and the surname of Jack Straw. Unusual names with words typically used for other purposes were also not always correctly recognised (e.g. the Duck Lady, or the last two tokens of Spicy Pickle Jr.). Finally, names with few or no context words were often missed (Video: Adele 21., and 17-9-2010 Tal al-Mallohi, a 19-).
Conclusion
Finding named entities in social media text, particularly tweets, is harder than in newswire. This paper demonstrated that adapted to handle noisy input is useful in this scenario. We achieved the good results using CRF with passive-aggressive updates. We used representations rich in word shape and contextual features and achieved high precision with moderate recall (65.57-74.71) .
To improve recall, we added a post-editing stage which finds candidate person names based on trigger terms and re-labels them using a cost-adjusted SVM. This flexible and re-usable approach lead to a final reduction in error rate of 24.2%, giving performance well above that of comparable systems.
